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Effective Measures to Achieve a Positive Safety Culture
Abstract:
 Companies and organizations through out the world expend a
considerable amount of resources to achieve that elusive positive
safety culture.
 Aim of this research paper was to examine through analysis and
review, what are effective measures or aspects which are required
for an effective safety culture in an organization
 In the review of the research of positive safety culture, there were
many theories but not solid approaches or measures defined to
achieve this outcome.
 This paper summarizes the research in the four keys aspect of
safety culture; leadership and organizational culture, behavioural
based safety, safety management systems, and safety measures
(indicators).
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Safety Culture
Definition:
 Safety Culture has been defined as “the product of the individual and
group values, attitudes, competencies and patterns of behavior that
determine the commitment to, and the style and proficiency of, an
organization's health and safety programs.”

A better definition may be:
Safety culture is how the organization
behaves when no one is watching.
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Effective Measures for Achieving a Positive Safety
Culture

• Through this research, these are 4 key elements of
focus for a positive culture in the work environment.
4 key areas of focus:
 Leadership
 Safety Processes / Systems
 People Engagement / Behaviors
 Safety Measures / KPI’s
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Leadership
Studies have found….
 the actions of the leadership have a significant effect on
the attitudes and behaviours of employees to avoid
injury and other risks in the organization.
 perceptions of employees concerning the significance
and value of safety in an organization depend on the
seriousness with which the management treats safety
in the daily operations of the company.
 that the levels of injury in the organization had a direct
effect on this seriousness in the management about
safety.
 Leaders in an organization, being decision makers,
need to possess wide safety knowledge and motivation
in order to facilitate the development of a safety culture
in the organization.
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Leadership (continued)

 The level of commitment and dedication that exists
among leaders in an organization, which govern the
safety knowledge and motivation, determines the
establishment and development of a safety culture in an
organization.
 The leadership needs to promote an environment for
the sense of responsibility in both the management and
individual employees, satisfaction for employees in
their jobs, and freedom in communication among all
levels in the organization
Walk the Talk!!!
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Safety Processes / Systems

 have a strong impact in the prevention and control of
accidents in the workplace
 they should define clear roles for each individual in the
company in the system

 inclusion is a vital element for an effective safety
management system, to involve and seek the input of
all stakeholders in the systems.
 other vital ingredients include the defining the
responsibilities in overseeing specific aspects of safety
such as quality and supervision, establishment of
effective decision- making for the direction of the
various aspects facilitating safety control
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People Engagement / Behaviours
 safety knowledge and motivation are therefore
fundamental for the institution of a safety culture in an
organization.
 feedback on the development of employees in relation
to their behaviours in the workplace is important in
promoting safety in an organization.
 feedback enables the individual employee and a group
to change and adapt according to the feedback, and
according to the changing conditions in the workplace.
 this highlights the importance of and communication
between the leadership and employees in the
workplace.
Communication
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Safety Measures / KPI’s
 proactive safety management involves focus on the future, rather
than on mistakes in the past. Mistakes committed in the past
provide lessons for how to institute infrastructure aimed at
promoting safety in the organization
 serve as measurements of the quality or extent of the success of
management of safety in organizations
 are important in the evaluation of effectiveness of strategies
employed in the enforcement of an environment aimed at the
development of a safety culture in an organization.
 provide leadership with evidence on the direction and extent of
this success/failure. The leadership is then able to respond
accordingly to reinforce or change strategies in order to achieve
the safety culture targets / measures.

Leading versus trailing indicators are key!!!
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Conclusion

 the challenge related to safety culture is that the
majority of companies do not integrate safety into
organizational culture. They miss the benefits that the
relationship between the various features of safety, and
the more general environment in an organization. This
disconnection causes the threat of regarding and
implementing the creation of a safety culture as a
separate institution from the organizational
infrastructure.
 there needs to be further research in the sustainability
of these elements, as single components of a safety
culture or are they more effective as fully mandatory
and integrated components for a positive safety culture.
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Next Steps
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The Climate is Right For Trains

Bombardier North America

Vision:
 Provide a world class safety environment for
our employees and our customers.

 Creating a culture and supporting processes to
facilitate ZERO accidents/incidents.
SAFETY CULTURE IS KEY!
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Bombardier – North America
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Approach – North America 2011
Leadership
• Committed Leadership at the top
•HSE Performance included with
overall Business performance
•Goals and Targets into individual
PMP’s
•“Walk the talk”
• communicate – right message

Processes
•Compliance to Performance based
programs
•Standardized processes
•Processes / tools designed for the
end user
•Standardized HSE Training
•HSE (Enablon) Information Tool

People Engagement
• Celebrate / acknowledge our safety
achievements
• Participation and involvement
• Surveys

Safety Measures
•Leading versus trailing indicators
•Trending and analysis
•Visualizations
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Questions?
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